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I.R.I.S. Corp. (a Canon company)  
IRISPowerscan 10
Outstanding Scan Capture &    
Processing Solution

Digitizing paper documents to capture the information they contain is a critical 
task in any document-intensive organization. IRISPowerscan 10, from I.R.I.S. Corp. 
(a Canon company), delivers advanced tools to knowledge workers tasked with 
capturing and processing pages to make the job as streamlined and automated 
as possible. The application can handle high-volume scanning, classification, and 
indexing, and can work with documents from just about any source, including all 
leading brands of scanners and even electronic documents that arrive in a watched 
folder from any source. It features class-leading OCR abilities with an emphasis 
on recognizing foreign languages and documents that have a mix of languages on 
a single page. Most notably, it delivers intelligent processing that can recognize 
document types and automatically classify and index them without a user having 
to look at each one.

“We’ve been hearing about the ‘paperless office’ for more than 10 years now, and 
I suspect we’ll be hearing about it for the next decade, too,” noted Jamie Bsales, 
Director of Solutions Analysis at Keypoint Intelligence. “IRISPowerscan can apply 
its unique processing intelligence to quickly turn stacks of paper, as well as docu-
ments that already exist in digital form, into actionable information ready for an 
organization’s electronic workflows.”

The analysts at Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab 
(BLI) have recognized Canon’s IRISPowerscan 
10 as Outstanding Scan Capture & Processing 
Solution for the 2018 software Picks season thanks 
to these key strengths and benefits:

• Complete document capture and processing feature 
set

• Support for hardcopy capture from all leading brands 
of scanners, plus electronic document capture from 
watched folders and popular cloud storage services

• Top-notch OCR (optical character recognition) engine 
with support for 137 languages

• IRISFingerprint technology that intelligently 
recognizes document types on the fly to accurately 
split jobs without the need for separators

• Intuitive user interface and handy wizards that help 
streamline capture tasks
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Keypoint Intelligence is a one-stop shop for the digital imaging industry. With our unpar-
alleled tools and unmatched depth of knowledge, we cut through the noise of data to 
offer clients the unbiased insights and responsive tools they need in those mission-
critical moments that define their products and empower their sales.

For over 50 years, Buyers Lab has been the global document imaging industry’s 
resource for unbiased and reliable information, test data, and competitive selling tools. 
What started out as a consumer-based publication about office equipment has become 
an all-encompassing industry resource. Buyers Lab evolves in tandem with the ever-
changing landscape of document imaging solutions, constantly updating our methods, 
expanding our offerings, and tracking cutting-edge developments.

About Keypoint Intelligence - Buyers Lab

Buyers Lab Document Imaging Software Picks stand alone in the industry and are 
hard-earned awards as they are based on rigorous testing, including evaluation of key 
attributes such as features, usability, and value. Each product that passes our lab test 
earns Buyers Lab’s Platinum, Gold, Silver or Bronze rating, with the best performers 
qualifying as Pick contenders.

About Buyers Lab Software Pick Awards
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